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a b s t r a c t

One of the common methods used in recommender systems is collaborative filtering methods. In these

methods, same-interest users' preferences are often recommended to each other based on examining

their past interests. On the other hand, one of the recommendation methods in social networks is to

measure the proximity of the two nodes in the graph. Although many researchers have dealt with

friendship link prediction in different online social networks, very little notice has been spent on activity

prediction based on different users' interactions. The main objective of this paper is the use of colla-

borative filtering methods for activity prediction and recommendation both for pairs of users without

any interaction background and also for user pairs with the activity background. In this regard, a new

concept is initially presented named as “collaborative path”. Then based on the collaborative path, four

directed proximity measures are proposed. In addition, three new algorithms, including two algorithms

based on collaborative random walks, one for mixed network and one for multilayer network and the

Collaborative-Association-Rule algorithm are presented. Finally, in order to evaluate our proposed

methods, we perform some experiments on the dataset of different Facebook activity networks including

like, comment, post, and share networks. The results show that the proposed collaborative methods deal

with the activity prediction well without suffering from the cold start problem, and outperform the

existing state of the art methods.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Online social networks today have become powerful tools for

people's communication with each other, sharing information and

ideas as well as spreading individual thoughts and emotions. The

friendship network which shows people's friendships in these

networks can be studied for different purposes. Although analyz-

ing the friendship network forms the approach of most researches

on social networks, the friendship network cannot represent users'

behaviors in the real world suitably. According to this, Chun et al.

proposed the concept of activity network. In this network, the

nodes show the users and the links model the activity between

them. In Facebook as the most common social networking website,

users can perform various activities on others' profile. For instance,

they can like the content interesting to them and share it with

friends. They can comment on others' content, or send posts to

others. A user's activity on others' contents shows that user's in-

terest in those contents.

The largeness of social networking services has caused users to

spend much time to find their interesting contents. Therefore,

many researchers have dealt with recommending news, friends,

followee, groups and etc. These methods often use keywords in-

teresting to users [1,2], users' profile information [3], the friend-

ship network structure [3] and also follower–followee relation-

ships [2]. There are also different algorithms used.

The algorithms used for recommendation of products, films,

music and so on are often divided into two: collaborative filtering

and content-based filtering. In content-based methods, things are

recommended, similar to which the user has already liked. How-

ever, in collaborative filtering methods, the inside of the contents

are not examined. Instead, based on different users' ratings for

different products, their similar preferences are distinguished. In

order to recommend some products to a user, we consider the

ratings that similar users have made for them. The product that

people similar to the user have liked more is recommended to the

user. Content-based methods are not capable of assessing the

quality of the product and collaborative filtering methods faces
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cold start problem.

This paper aims to propose some new methods for prediction

of activity links and accordingly recommending users that are

likely to be interested by the user for interaction. The nodes of

activity networks are the users and the directed weighted links

therein are users' activities. These activities include like, comment,

share, and post. In this paper, in order to solve the problem of

activity recommendation, a collaborative path in the activity net-

work is defined. According to the collaborative path, three link

prediction algorithms are presented. All of the presented methods

are based on the activity network structure and the activity re-

commendation is carried out using the link prediction in the ac-

tivity network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

review related works. Section 3 covers the problem definition. The

presented methods are elaborated in Section 4. Experimental

setup including dataset and evaluation measures described in

Section 5. Section 6 shows the experimental results. Finally, Sec-

tion 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related works

Many works in recent years have dealt with the analysis of the

activity network. Many of these works have studied the differ-

ences between the activity and friendship networks and have re-

ported them in terms of structural properties [4–6]. In addition,

few works have studied the evolution of the activity network over

time [7]. Other works have also dealt with the analysis of users'

interactions for use in a special applications such as finding in-

fluential nodes [8–10] and measuring tie strength [11,12]. Most of

researches approve that based on the nature of the activity net-

work which is a better display of users' real interactions, the

analysis would present us with more real results.

The problem of link prediction, on the other hand, has been

studied over different networks. This problem was initially pre-

sented in [13]. They used similarity measures for predicting links

in physics co-authorship network. Most of link prediction methods

use nodes' proximity measures. The closer the two nodes are, the

more likely they are to form links with each other in the future. For

this reason, different measures have been presented and used. The

common examples include number of common neighbors, Jaccard

coefficient, Katz [14], and Adamic-Adar score [15]. In [13], different

proximity measures for link prediction in scientific co-authorship

networks were evaluated and the Adamic-Adar was the most ef-

ficient algorithm. The algorithm presented in [16] scores the nodes

according to the probability of a random walker to reach from one

node to another. In [17,18], random walk was used for link pre-

diction. In [19], a method based on rooted page rank was pre-

sented. They also used a supervised method for link prediction. In

[3], a biased random walk was used for the link prediction. They

used the attributes of nodes and links for random walk training so

as to visit nodes likely to form links to the initial node. Among the

works which used the supervised method for link prediction is

[3,19,20]. In these methods, proximity measures, users' profile

information, and the information of users' relationships are often

used as features. Then several node couples are given to the al-

gorithm as training data. If there are links between these node

couples, the label would be considered 1 and otherwise, it would

be 0.

Lerman et al. [21] used proximity measures for activity re-

commendation in social networks. They presented and used di-

rected version of different baseline measures. Scholz et al. also

considered link prediction as prediction of new and recurring

links. They performed their experiments on network of people's

face-to-face contacts in conferences and compared node-based

proximity measures and path-based ones [22]. Some works used

collaborative and content-based filtering to link prediction and

recommendation in different networks. Hannon et al. presented a

twit recommendation based on collaborative and content based

filtering [2]. As we mentioned before, content-based methods are

not often capable of assessing the quality of texts. For instance,

assessing the keywords of a text does not define the amount of its

good- or badness whereas collaborative methods are capable of

assessing the quality of the recommended items. For instance, if a

user's texts have been liked fewer, it shows its low favor. The

problemwith collaborative methods is what to be called cold start.

It happens because users may initially not have rated products in

e-commerce websites [23].

This paper attempts to recommending activities by analyzing

the activity network and using collaborative filtering methods. As

proposed in other works, Facebook activity network develops

faster than other networks so that it could be claimed that the

structure of this graph is so rich that the problem of cold start will

not hinder the presented methods. In addition, people do activities

both on new people and on people with past activities. Therefore,

in link prediction in the activity network, we predict new links

occurrence together with rise of the weight of old links.

3. Problem definition

In this paper, we model Facebook activity network as a

weighted and directed graph = ( )G V E f c, , , , where

= { … }V v v v, , , n1 2 is the set of users, = { … }E e e e, , , m1 2 includes the
links, → {( )| ∈ }f E x y x y V: , , is the direction function, and →c E N:

is the link weight and shows the number of activities. The link

( ) = ( )f e x y,i shows the user X's activity on the user Y's profile and

its weight ( )c ei equal to the sum of all activities corresponding to

the edge ei. By this definition we can model both single activity

and mixed activity networks. For single activity modeling, the

edges correspond to only one kind of activity such as like, com-

ment, share or post whereas in mixed activity networks any ac-

tivity can make the edges. In this case the link weight ( )c ei is equal

to the sum of all activities including likes, shares, comments and

posts corresponding to the edge ei.

When we model the activity network as multilayer, each layer

is a single activity network for one of the activity types (like, share,

comment, post). The graph can be represented as = ( )G V E f c l, , , ,

where → { … }l E L L L: , , , k1 2 is the set of layers. Let us assume that

the like activity is L1, and the user ∈x V has liked the user ∈y V

for w times, then there will be an edge ∈e E1 for which
( ) = ( )f e x y,i and ( ) =c e wi and ( ) =l e Li 1.

The goal of activity prediction problem is the recommendation

of texts which if the user s sees them, s will do some activity over

them. These texts belong to both users over whom s has already

had activities and those without any activities from s. In this paper,

the problem of activity prediction/recommendation is defined as

below:
Suppose that = ( )G V E f c, , ,t t t t is the activity graph from the

time 0 till t. For the node ∈s V it is preferred to predict the node

∈d V so that:

( ) ( )∃ ∈ | ≠ ∧ ( ) = ( ) ∨ ∈ ∧ ( ) > ( ) ( )
+ + +e E e E f e s d e E c e c e, 1
t t t t t t1 1 1

The equation above shows the node s has done some activity on

the node d in the time +t 1. Therefore, we can recommend d to the

node s before time +t 1. Watching the profile of the node d, if the

node s likes it, s will do its favorite activities over the profile of d.

Recommender systems in a way might be categorized into

explicit and implicit. An ideal explicit recommender system for a

shop will immediately tell the customer, as he/she enters the shop,
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to buy some special product. Meanwhile, implicit recommender

systems present their recommendation softly. The algorithms in

this paper may also be used for both explicit and implicit re-

commendations. However, most of them recommend doing any

type of activity rather than recommending a specific type of ac-

tivity. In other words, they only recommend a user or their texts to

another, and the user, who has received this service, reading the

other's texts, can do a favorite activity. The presented algorithms,

however, can also recommend a particular activity.

For link prediction, the algorithms take a source node such as

∈s V . Then it measures how close the other nodes are to s. Each

node in V(G) will be scored based on its closeness to the source

node. The higher score of a node shows that s is more willing to do

activities with that node. After computing scores for each node,

the topk nodes will be recommended to the user s.

4. Proposed methods

In this paper, we propose and define a new specific path called

collaborative path (CP) for directed graphs. Based on this concept,

different proximity measures and algorithms are presented. In this

section, we present our suggested methods for predicting or re-

commending the link in the activity network. In this section, the

collaborative path and proximity measures are initially explained.

Then we elaborate two link prediction algorithms.

4.1. Collaborative path and collaborative proximity measures

One class of methods for link prediction is based on proximity

measures in the graph. In these methods, the closer the two nodes

are to each other, the more likely they are to link each other in the

future. Proximity measures are divided into two groups of path-

based and node-based. This paper initially defines a collaborative

path comprising three links. The following proximity measures

and algorithms are presented based on this collaborative path. The

collaborative path is defined as: suppose that in the activity graph

∈s t u v V, , , . We say there is a collaborative path from node s to v

including nodes s, t, u, and v so that:

Γ Γ Γ∈ ∈ ∈ ( )t S u t v u, , 2out in out

Where Γ Sout means output neighbors of node s. And Γ tin means the

input neighbors of node t. Fig. 1 shows a collaborative path. If we

are talking about like activity network, node s has liked node t.

Node u has also liked node t. If node u likes node v, it is likely that s

will like v in the near future. Since u and s have the same idea in

terms of liking t, it is likely what u likes, node s will also like. This

link succession makes a three-link path which may be used in

different ways.

In this path, u and s are two nodes that are likely to have similar

interests. t and v are also two nodes that may hold similar con-

tents. In addition, there may be a high number of collaborative

paths including links and nodes from node s to another such as v.

In each collaborative path we name the second node as t and the

third node as u. The more the number of u nodes in collaborative

paths from s to v is, it means there are many users who hold the

same interest of s and have liked v, so it is likely that s like node v.

The more the number of t nodes in collaborative paths from s to v

is, it means the contents of user v are more similar to contents that

s has liked. Based on these explanations, several proximity mea-

sures may be presented based on collaborative paths: the number

of nodes such as u (Eq. (3)), t (Eq. (4)), sum of u and t nodes (Eq.

(5)) and the total number of collaborative paths (Eq. (6)). Equa-

tions of these proximity measures are presented as follows:

Γ Γ Γ( ) = | ∩ ( )| ( )tNum s v S v, 3out out in

Γ Γ Γ( ) = | ∩ ( )| ( )uNum s v v s, 4in in out

( ) = + ( )utNum s v tNum uNum, 5

Γ Γ( ) = { ∈ | = ( ) ∈ ∈ }| ( )CNum s v e E e a b a s b v, , , , 6out in

It should be mentioned, the node v may be out-neighbor of node s.

Therefore the proposed methods, not only score nodes without

any link from s to it, but also they can predict recurring of the

current links. Besides the proximity measures stated, we preset

two other algorithms described as follows.

4.2. Collaborative Random Walk (C-RW)

One of the methods for predicting links is the use of random

walk for finding the closeness between nodes. Randomwalk starts

from a source node. At each stage, it selects a neighbor node with

probability k1/ v, visits that node and continues this job. A random

walk based proximity measure scores each node it visits at each

stage. The nodes with the highest scores mean they are more ac-

cessible from the first node. So it is likely that the high-score nodes

link to the first node in the future.

The Collaborative Random Walk (C-RW) method starts from an

initial node s and at each step passes through a collaborative path.

In other words, at each iteration of Algorithm 4.1, one of the

output neighbors of node s is selected as t. Then one of in-

neighbors (respectively out-neighbors) of node t (respectively u) is

selected as u (respectively v). According to these three steps,

random walker has passed through a collaborative path and

reached to an arbitrary node v. In this time, it adds one score to

node v and goes on. At the end of the algorithm, higher scores an

arbitrary node has gained, it is more likely that s performs some

activity on his/her profile. Selecting a random output/input

neighbor of a node, can be both uniformly and by considering the

weights of output/input links. So we have two weighted and un-

weighted collaborative random walk algorithms.

Algorithm 4.1. Collaborative-Random Walk algorithm (C-RW).

1: Input: s, graph (ID of its nodes are from 1 to N), maxIteration

2: Output: topk (k nodes for recommendation)

3: Initialize: [ ] ←visits N1: 0

4: while <i maxIter do

5: sNeighbors ’ID of out-neighbors of node s of graph

6: t ’Select 1 element uniformly at random from sNeighbors

7: tNeighbors ’ID of in-neighbors of node t of graph

8: u ’Select 1 element uniformly at random from tNeighbors

9: uNeighbors ’ID of out-neighbors of node u of graph

10: v ’Select 1 element uniformly at random from

uNeighbors

11: [ ]visits v ← [ ] +visits v 1

12: i ← +i 1

13: end while

14: ←topk Index of top k values of visits (which is ID of k most

selected nodes as v node)

Fig. 1. Illustration of a collaborative path in a directed network.
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The input graph of this algorithm is mixed activity network.

The weight of mixed network links is sum of the weight of cor-

responding links in like, comment, post, and share networks.

When this algorithm takes mixed network as input, then only

recommends doing an activity rather than recommending the

activity type, and it could be used for implicit recommender sys-

tems. Also we can use this algorithm on a specific activity network,

such as like, comment, post, and share. In this case it could be used

for explicit recommender systems. As stated earlier, a collaborative

path in the form “ → ← →s t u v” denotes s and u, both are inter-

ested in t's profile. In the case of user t, s has done an arbitrary

activity ActS; it may be like, comment, post, and share. The user u

has done an arbitrary activity on t as ActU. It is clear that, if u does

the same activity ActU on an arbitrary node v, then s may be in-

terested to do ActS on v. Based on this, the multilayer collaborative

random walk algorithm has been designed. This algorithm re-

commends a special activity for the user s. Let ActS be the activity

to be recommended to the user s. In each iteration, the algorithm

chooses t from s's out-neighbors in the ActS layer of network. It

randomly selects an activity layer from which the other two edges

of collaborative path will be selected. Finally the node v will be

scored by one. Algorithm 4.2 shows the pseudo-code of multilayer

collaborative random walk algorithm. Besides node s and the max

iteration, the input of this algorithm is a four-layer network with

the layers like, comment, post and share. Activity also is a special

activity to be recommended.

Algorithm 4.2. Multilayer collaborative random walk algorithm

(ML-C-RW).

1: Input: s, maxIteration, Multilayer Activity Graph (ID of ver-

tices are from 1 to N), Activity

2: Output: topk
3: Initialize: [ ] ←visits N1: 0

4: ActS ←Activity

5: while <i maxIteration do

6: sNeighbors ’ID of out-neighbors of node s in ActS layer of

Multilayer Activity Graph

7: t ’Select 1 element uniformly at random from sNeighbors

8: ActU ’Randomly select 1 of layers with probability 1/

number of layers

9: tNeighbors ’ID of in-neighbors of node t in ActU layer of

Multilayer Activity Graph

10: u ’select 1 element uniformly at random from

tNeighbors

11: uNeighbors ’ID of out-neighbors of node u in ActU layer

of Multilayer Activity Graph

12: v ’select 1 element uniformly at random from

uNeighbors

13: [ ] ← [ ] +visits v visits v 1

14: < +i i 1

15: end while

16: ←topk Index of top k values of visits (which is ID of k most

selected nodes as v node)

In this algorithm, we select different layers i.e. activities with

equal probability. Based on the dataset under study, this prob-

ability is 0.25. Then in the selected layer, we move on a colla-

borative path and increase the score of the visited node in that

layer. At the end, we will have the visiting number of different

nodes in different layers and we can present an activity-based

recommendation based on this number. It is worth to mention

that both presented algorithms are applicable in both weighted

and unweighted modes.

4.3. Collaborative-association rule method

Mining association rules is one of the popular data mining

techniques [24]. Based on users' past purchases, this method ex-

tracts rules based on which some recommendations are ready to

present to users [25]. Recommender systems based on mining

associate rules are often applicable for recommendations in mar-

kets according to market basket analysis. The problems which

association rules deal with have two inputs: set of items and

transactional database. The set of items is as = { … }I i i i, , , n1 2 and

the set of transactions is as = { … }D t t t, , , m1 2 , where ∈ ⊂t D Ii . One

rule is represented as →X Y , where ∩ = ∅x Y and ⊆X Y I, . This

rule means if there is a transaction t including the item set X, it is

likely that Y will also be there. The problem of predicting activity

for a node such as s can be defined as an association rule mining

problem. In such a case, Γ Γ Γ= { | ∈ } ⊆I x x s Vout in out and

Γ Γ Γ= { | ∀ ∈ = }D t u s t u,in out out where ∈ ⊂t D I . If Γ=Z sout (Fig. 2),

we only need to calculate the value of the rule →Z x for each node

x existent in I. Finally, k most valuable nodes are recommended to

s. It is significant to note that the condition ∩ = ∅Z x is not in-

cluded herein so that user s can again preform activities on nodes

which have already received activities from s.

For evaluating association rules, different measures can be

used. The most applicable method is the confidence. Methods such

as All-Confidence and lift can also be used. In this paper, new

measures are presented for gaining the value of association rules,

which are applicable for the problem above. Proposed rule eva-

luation methods measure how much times node x have been

present with nodes belonging to Z at t sets. In this regard, two

evaluation measures are presented as below.

∑( → ) = ( ) × | ∩ |
( )∈

f Z a a t t Zisin ,
7t D

1

Where

( ) =
∈⎧

⎨
⎩

a t
if a t

otherwise
isin ,

1;

0;

To calculate f1, for each ∈t D the algorithm initially gains the

number of nodes of Z present at t. Then it adds this value to the

score of all nodes at t. Therefore, each node gets one score corre-

sponding to each presence together with another node belonging

to Z at a t. The more a node is located together with nodes of Z at t

sets, the higher scores it gets. Eq. (8) shows the evaluation mea-

sure f2.

Fig. 2. Definition of link prediction as an associated rule problem.
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∑( → ) = ( ) ×
| ∩ |

| | ( )∈

f Z a a t
t Z

t
isin ,

8t D

2

This measure is the normalized version of the first function. For

each, this function initially measures the proportion of the number

of nodes belonging to Z present at t to the total nodes at t. Then, it

adds this value to the value of all nodes at t. If the first function is

used, the gained weight for each node equals the number of col-

laborative paths from s to that node. Algorithm 4.3 represents the

collaborative-associative rule algorithm.

Algorithm 4.3. Collaborative associated rule algorithm (CAR).

1: Input: graph ((ID of its nodes are from 1 to N)), S (source

node), f (f is “f1” or “f2”)

2: Output: topk

3: Initialize: [ ] ←values N1: 0

4: ←Z IDs of Out-Neighbors of node S of graph

5: ′ ← ()S EmptyVerctor

6: for each z in Zdo

7: ′ ← ′∪S S In-Neighbors ( )z

8: end for

9: for each u in ′S do

10: if ==f f1 then

11: = | − ( ) ∩ |D u ZOut Neighbors

12: end if

13: if ==f f2 then

14: = | − ( ) ∩ | |D u ZOut Neighbors / Out-Neighbors ( ) |u

15: end if

16: for each a in Out-Neighbors ( )u do

17: [ ] = [ ] +values a values a D

18: end for

19: end for

20: ←topk Index of top k elements of values

5. Experimental setup

5.1. Dataset

The dataset used in this paper is extracted over a period of

three years from the activities of some Facebook users' from Jan-

uary 2011 to January 2014 including likes, comments, posts, and

shares. During these three years, for each month, some informa-

tion about each user's activities on other users' profiles were col-

lected. This information consists of the type of activities and the

weight of activity for each type, which is the number of times that

activity has been done. Because users' activities for each month are

available, we can construct the activity network for different time

periods. For an arbitrary time period t, the activity network can be

created such that when node 1 does an activity (such as like) with

node 2 during the time period t, a link is drawn from node 1 to

node 2. For each activity type in the dataset, an activity network

can be made for any time period. If we ignore the type of activities,

the resulted network will be a mixed activity network.

The dataset of this paper consists of 20 different activity net-

works. They differ in activity type and time period. In terms of

activity type, there are like, share, comment, post and mixed

networks. In terms of time period, there are 4 time periods dif-

fering in length. They are 9-month, 15-month, 21-month and 27-

month periods. The first time period is from the 19th month to the

27th month. The second time period is from the 13th month to the

27th month. The third one is from the 7th month to the 27th

month. The last one is from the first month to the 27th month.

Tables 1 and 2 show different statistics of dataset networks. In

these tables the name of each network consists of its type and its

length.

In these tables, the number of nodes column specifies the

number of users involved in that activity during that time period.

The table shows that increasing the time period increases the

number of nodes and edges. The first column also denotes that in

our dataset most of the users were interested to do the like ac-

tivity, and the post and share activity networks have the minimum

number of users. In directed networks, the average in-degree and

the average out-degree are identical. The average degree of activity

networks shows that each person normally involves in like activity

more than other activities. However the users of post activity

network have the least activity on average. Average clustering

coefficient is undirected and unweighted. By increasing the num-

ber of nodes and edges in a graph, the size of giant connected

component will be increased. So the giant components of like

activity network are largest in comparison to other networks.

In each experiment, we deal with two time periods. The first

time period is for analysis and the second time period is the target

time period and used for prediction. The target period in all ex-

periments is the 28th month activities. We have selected 100

Table 1

different statistics of 20 activity networks in the dataset.

Network ♯of nodes ♯of edges Ave. degree Diameter

Like9 4979 17,798 3.575 28

Like15 5262 20,582 3.911 28

Like21 5451 22,384 4.106 28

Like27 5640 24,409 4.328 28

comment9 2958 4573 1.546 32

comment15 3315 5589 1.686 25

comment21 3617 6532 1.806 28

comment27 4002 8378 2.093 26

share9 939 927 0.987 8

share15 1070 1086 1.015 8

share21 1129 1147 1.016 8

share27 1141 1159 1.016 8

Post9 1229 1006 0.819 6

Post15 1677 1523 0.908 7

Post21 2026 1994 0.984 9

Post27 2539 3014 1.187 15

Mixed9 5278 19,746 3.741 23

Mixed15 5584 23,072 4.132 23

Mixed21 5789 25,362 4.381 23

Mixed27 6033 28,562 4.734 23

Table 2

different statistics of 20 activity networks in the dataset.

Network Size of Giant SCC Ave. Clustering coefficient ♯of SCCs

Like9 0.360 0.215 3037

Like15 0.391 0.227 3045

Like21 0.406 0.233 3076

Like27 0.421 0.237 3111

comment9 0.086 0.133 2460

comment15 0.116 0.144 2670

comment21 0.150 0.151 2802

comment27 0.201 0.165 2968

share9 0.007 0.069 897

share15 0.007 0.068 1020

share21 0.006 0.069 1075

share27 0.006 0.068 1087

Post9 0.003 0.020 1211

Post15 0.004 0.028 1646

Post21 0.003 0.035 1987

Post27 0.007 0.050 2453

Mixed9 0.384 0.225 3102

Mixed15 0.418 0.235 3088

Mixed21 0.444 0.242 3058

Mixed27 0.473 0.253 3044
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source nodes which are active in both time periods. In all ex-

periments these 100 nodes have been used to evaluate different

algorithms. For each source node some target nodes are selected.

The source nodes have performed activities on target nodes in the

second period.

Our experiments consist of explicit and implicit activity re-

commendations. For implicit recommendation, mixed activity

network has been analyzed. So the target nodes have been se-

lected from the second time period of the mixed activity network,

for each source node. For explicit recommendation, like activity

network has been analyzed. So the target nodes have been se-

lected from the second time period of like activity network. Clearly

different users do not have the same number of activities in the

second time period (the 28th month). So the 100 source nodes do

not have the same number of target nodes. Fig. 3 shows the his-

togram of the number of targets for source nodes used in implicit

recommendation experiments. Fig. 4 shows the same histogram

for explicit recommendation experiments.

5.2. Evaluation measures

The methods of this paper detect several candidate nodes for

one source node and score them. The other nodes of the graph

which do not deserve to be candidates according to the algorithm

do not get scores. Both the scored and non-scored nodes may in-

clude real target nodes for the source node. The more target nodes

an algorithm scores, and the higher it scores the target nodes

versus other nodes, the algorithm is better. Therefore, to assess

proposed algorithms and compare with different methods, the

measures Precision, Recall, and F1-Score can be used. Precision

herein means the proportion of real scored target nodes to the

total scored nodes. Recall means the proportion of real scored

target nodes to the total real target nodes. This paper uses the

F1-Score measure in order to combine the other two measures.

This measure equals the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall.

Since our algorithms take a source node as an input and give k

number of nodes with high scores, the measures are calculated for

k high-ranked nodes. The precision at k-best nodes ( )P k@ means

the ratio of the number of correctly predicted nodes in the k-best

nodes to k. Eq. (9) shows the formula of P k@ for a given source

nodes s.

( ) =
| ( ) ∩ |

( )
P k s

Targets s top

k
@

9
k

In this formula Targets(s) is the set of real target nodes for

source node and topk is the set of k-best nodes predicted for

source node. The recall at k-best nodes is called R k@ . It is the ratio

of the number of correctly predicted nodes in the k-best nodes to

the number of real target nodes. Eq. (10) shows the R k@ for a given

source node s.

( ) =
| ( ) ∩ |

( ) ( )
P k s

Targets s top

Targets s
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Similarly, F k1@ is the measure F1-Score for k-best nodes (Eq. (11)).

=
×
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@ @
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The other measure considered in this paper is the reciprocal rank.

It is equal to P t@ , in which t is the rank of highest scored real

target node among the scored nodes. The higher the score of the

first real target node is, this measure will be higher. The mean of

RR for all source nodes is shown by MRR. In this paper, we con-

sider k to be 10 and d, which is the number of real target nodes for

each s. The measure P d@ equals R d@ . The harmonic average of

these two, accordingly, is equal to themselves.

6. Experimental results

In this section, we compare the proposed methods with other

popular methods. These methods include weighted random walk

starting from the source node, unweighted random walk, Directed

Common Neighbors (DCN) [21], and Directed Adamic Adar (DAA)

[21]. The random walk follows a randomly outgoing link of a node

and at each step it returns to the initial node, s, with the prob-

ability 0.15. When we reach a node at each step, we score that

node. In addition, if we reach a node without an outgoing link, we

return again to node s. Upon selecting neighbors of the node, if a

uniform probability is used, it will be unweighted random walk

(UW-RW) and if the probability of selecting a neighbor is based on

the weight of links, it will be weighted random walk (W-RW).

Although methods CN and AA have been initially defined for un-

directed graphs, since the activity graph is directed, we use the

directed version of both, which is presented in [21].

As stated before, we deal with two types of activity re-

commendation-Implicit and explicit. For evaluating different

methods for implicit activity recommendation, mixed activity

network has been used. Then, recommendation of like activity has

been considered as a case study of explicit activity recommenda-

tion. For this purpose, multilayer activity network has been used in

ML-C-RW algorithm, and single layer like activity network has

been used in other algorithms.

6.1. Implicit activity recommendation

As previously mentioned, in implicit activity recommendation,

Fig. 3. Histogram of the number of target nodes for source nodes for implicit

recommendation.

Fig. 4. Histogram of the number of target nodes for source nodes for explicit re-

commendation (like activity).
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the system recommends the user to do an arbitrary activity on the

profile of another user. The user may decide the type of activity.

So, during the experiments the algorithms must predict the oc-

currence of activity-not the type of activity-between users. In this

case the link prediction in mixed activity network will be a good

simulation method.

6.1.1. Impact of link weights on collaborative random walk

In contrast to simple random walk, the collaborative random

walk moves on collaborative paths. Each collaborative path con-

sists of three links; therefore, the collaborative random walk can

become weighted in different ways. Any of the three links in the

collaborative path can be either weighted or unweighted. In this

way, there will 8 different modes. Fig. 5 compares these 8 modes

in terms of P d@ through 10–200 steps, where d is the number of

real target nodes for each of the source nodes. In this figure, UUU

represents the mode when all the three links of the collaborative

path are considered unweighted. In UUW mode, the first two links

are unweighted and the last link is weighted in the collaborative

random walk. It is seen in this figure that the best mode is when

all the links are unweighted.

As seen in Fig. 5, in all 8 modes of collaborative random walk

method, P d@ is improved up to a limited number of iterations.

Most of the methods reach this limit at steps 40–60. After reaching

this state, with increasing the number of steps, the value of P d@ of

each method rises and falls between two particular values. It can

be stated that through steps 100–200, the methods do not gain

considerable improvement. By this experiment we choose the best

mode of collaborative random walk method to consider in com-

parisons of next experiments. This experiment only shows the

adverse effect of considering weights of links in collaborative

random walk method in the field of activity recommendation. The

reason behind this negative effect has been investigated in the

next experiments.

6.1.2. Comparison of different random walk methods in different

steps

Randomwalk based algorithms have an input parameter, called

maximum iterations. By increasing this parameter, the results of

predictions will be improved. After comparing randomwalk based

algorithms with other algorithms we need to find out the best

maximum iteration. So, the effect of walking iterations on different

random walk algorithms will be discussed in the experiment

below.

Fig. 6 shows the P d@ measure for random walk based algo-

rithms in different iterations. Herein d is the number of real target

nodes for each source node. The unweighted collaborative algo-

rithm is the best algorithm in all modes. In addition, all random

walk algorithms do not gain a special improvement in their results

after a particular number of iterations. Furthermore, considering

the weight of activities in random walks has negative impacts on

the results of the algorithm. The reason has been considered at the

next experiments. Fig. 6 shows collaborative and simple random-

walk methods. Both methods can be weighted or unweighted.

Similar to collaborative random-walk methods, simple random-

walk methods after a while of random walk reach a mode when

they will not have any improvement and rise and fall between two

particular values. For the simple random walk also, the un-

weighted mode is better than the weighted.

As we mentioned previously, mean reciprocal rank is another

important evaluation measure. Fig. 7 shows the value of MRR for

different algorithms, in different walking steps. According to this

measure, it is seen that the efficiency of the unweighted colla-

borative random walk method is better than the others. Also un-

weighted collaborative random walk has reached the best values.

6.1.3. Comparison of all methods

Table 3 compares the presented algorithms with the other

methods of link prediction using different evaluation measures. In

this experiment 9 months before than 28th month have analyzed

to predict activities of 28th month. For random-walk algorithms,

we have presented the average of each value from 100 to 200

steps.

It can be inferred from Table 3 that the proposed methods

outperformed the baseline link prediction methods according to

different measures. Based on the measure F1@10, tNum, Colla-

borative Random-Walk and Collaborative Association rule with the

function f2 were the best respectively. In addition, in terms of P d@ ,

unweighted collaborative random walk and collaborative associa-

tion rule with functions f2 were respectively the best. On the other

hand, the method tNum has often performed better than uNum.

Fig. 5. Comparison of 8 different weighting methods for collaborative random

walk.

Fig. 6. Comparison of walking based methods from 10 to 200 iterations, in terms of

P d@ .

Fig. 7. Comparison of walking based methods from 10 to 200 iterations, in terms of

MRR.
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This shows that the taste similarity between users with the similar

interests with the source node is more important than the number

of people with the similar interests in collaborative paths. In other

words, the number of similar contents is more important than

similar people in the collaborative path.

Compared to other fields of information retrieval, the values of

precision and recall are not high. In [3] the best results for 2 dif-

ferent undirected networks were 4.25 and 7.57 in terms of non-

normalized precision at 20 metric. After normalization these va-

lues will be 0.21 and 0.38. It may be because the experiments for

evaluating the link prediction algorithms are all in offline mode.

When an algorithm recommends k nodes for the user s, actually

we do not present the list for the user s. Instead we look at the

user's choices in the next month and compare them with our list.

There may be some nodes in the presented list, which user s was

not aware about in that time, but he was interested to do activities

on such users. So it is clear that the results of offline experiments

for all algorithms will not be high.

6.1.4. Negative impact of link weights

As stated in Section 6.1.1, considering link weights has negative

effect on the results of prediction algorithms. However, it is in-

tuitively plausible that weighted networks are more informative

than unweighted ones. This section will discuss the reason why

the weighted methods cannot perform better in activity re-

commendation. In previous experiments, an activity network of a

9-month period was analyzed to predict the activities of the 10th

month. During this analysis, the weight of a link does not give any

information about the time of each activity corresponding to that

link. Suppose the case of two links E1 and E2, which

( ) < ( )weight E weight E1 2 , while activities corresponding to link E1

have occurred in the 9th month and activities corresponding to

link E2 have occurred in the first month. It is intuitively plausible

that, to predict the activities of the 10th month, E1 is more im-

portant than E2.

In the previous experiments the length of the first period was

9 months. We can decrease or increase the length of this period.

One way for analyzing the reason of the negative impact of link

weights is to analyze the length of the first period. As previously

stated in Table 1, by increasing the first time period, some old links

appear. Also it is clear that some links will be weighted more than

others. By increasing this period, the old activities will affect the

weights of links.

Fig. 8 shows how the length of the first time period impacts on

the P d@ measure of different algorithms. For random walk based

methods, mean value of 10 times each one with 500 iterations was

calculated. We have analyzed 9, 15, 21 and 27 months before 28th

month for predicting activities in these experiments. It is shown in

Fig. 8 that these methods perform better when first time period is

close to the target time. This shows the reason why unweighted

randomwalks perform better than the weighted ones. When a link

has more weight than other, its activities may be far from the

target month. And also when a link has less weight, its activities

may be occurred near the target month.

The result obtained from this experiment can be proved by

another experiment. This experiment shows that users' interests

change over time. So for predictive algorithms, a user's interests in

the last month will be more informative than their interests in the

first months. Fig. 9 shows the impact of time passing on user's

interests and behaviors. It shows how user's interests change over

time from the first month to the 27th month. This experiment has

analyzed the activity network of first 27 months. It has considered

all collaborative paths, which truly predict the 28th month activ-

ities for 100 source nodes. These are predictive collaborative paths.

Existence of a collaborative path from node s to node d shows that

the user s is interested to do activity on user d's profile. Also each

collaborative path is constructed from three weighted edges. Each

of these three edges has been weighted in one or several arbitrary

months. Each of these 27 months has weighted some of predictive

collaborative paths. More predictive collaborative paths weighted

in a single month shows user s's interests on that month are more

similar to his/her interests on the target month. Fig. 9 shows the

contribution of each month on weighting the predictive colla-

borative paths for 28th month. It separately shows number of

predictive collaborative paths which their 1, 2, 3 and 0 edges were

weighted on each single month. We can infer from Fig. 9, the

closer to the target month, months have more contribution on

weighting 1, 2 or 3 edges of the predictive collaborative paths.

6.2. Explicit activity recommendation

The purpose of explicit activity recommendation is to re-

commend users to do a special activity on another user's profile.

For each type of activity, we can construct an activity network. The

link prediction on that network will be used to recommend that

activity. We also presented a multilayer collaborative randomwalk

algorithm, which uses multilayer activity network. In this paper

predicting like activity has been considered as a case study for

explicit activity recommendation.

Table 3

Comparing proposed algorithms with other link prediction methods.

Algorithm P d@ P@10 R@10 F1@10 MRR

UW-C-RW 0.403 0.468 0.366 0.411 0.777

W-RW 0.349 0.385 0.315 0.347 0.668

UW-RW 0.388 0.450 0.355 0.397 0.713

C-AR-f1 0.388 0.438 0.344 0.386 0.783

C-AR-f2 0.391 0.449 0.359 0.399 0.750

DAA 0.272 0.31 0.246 0.274 0.533

DCN 0.332 0.364 0.288 0.321 0.586

uNum 0.280 0.329 0.257 0.289 0.566

tNum 0.360 0.535 0.343 0.418 0.692

tuNum 0.353 0.459 0.317 0.375 0.640

CPNum 0.388 0.438 0.344 0.386 0.783

Fig. 8. Comparing different lengths for first time periods on algorithms.

Fig. 9. Contribution of each month on weighting the predictive collaborative paths

for 28th month.
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Table 4 compares different methods for predicting like activity,

in terms of P d@ measure. Walking based methods have run 10

times with 500 iterations and the average P d@ for each one is

calculated. It should be mentioned that we considered unweighted

version of walking based algorithms. ML-CRW algorithm has used

multilayer network and all other methods have used like activity

network. This experiment has analyzed the time period of

9 months to predict 28th month. This table shows that proposed

methods have outperformed the popular link prediction methods.

Multilayer collaborative randomwalk was a little better than other

walking based methods. Also associate rule with f1 measure was

the best algorithm in terms of P d@ to predict like activity.

6.3. Cold start problem

As discussed previously, collaborative filtering methods gen-

erally suffer from cold start problem. This happens when a user

has presented just few opinions. Table 5 shows the Pearson cor-

relation coefficient between the output degree of source nodes

and P d@ measure of source nodes for different algorithms. We can

see in this table that the output degree of source nodes (number of

presented opinions of them) approximately has not impact on the

quality of proposed activity prediction algorithms. So our colla-

borative methods do not suffer from cold start problem.

7. Conclusion

One of the common recommending methods in online social

networks is link prediction. For recommending common activities

in Facebook like, comment, share and post to users, the problem of

link prediction in the activity network was considered in this

paper. For this purpose, we proposed a new specific path called

”collaborative path”. Then, based on this new concept we pre-

sented some proximity measures in directed networks. After that,

we presented three new algorithms for activity prediction each of

which can be used in weighted/unweighted and simple/multilayer

modes. Experimental results show that the proposed activity

prediction methods outperform the popular exiting link prediction

methods according to P d@ , F d1@ , and MRR. In addition, since the

presented methods do not utilize users profile information, com-

bination of the proposed collaborative link prediction algorithms

with analyzing users' attributes and their similarity by profile in-

formation and interesting keywords is recommended for the fu-

ture work.
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